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The compromise of 1850 map worksheet answers
In 1818, Missouri became a state. Missouri settlers wanted it to be a slave state. The members of the Northern Congress didn't want another slave state. In the same year, Maine also asked to be admitted to the Union. In 1820 a deal called Missouri Compromise was reached. The compromise allowed Missouri to enter the Union as a
slave state and Maine would be a free state. The congress has traced an imaginary line through the center of the United States running from the east coast to the Pacific Ocean. This imaginary line separated states into free states and slaves. Any new state entering the Union which was south of the line would have been a slave state. Any
state north of the line would enter the Union as a free state. Maine became a state in 1820. Missouri became a state in 1821. For the next 15 years no State has entered the Union. From 1836 to 1850 six were admitted: Arkansas 1836 slave Michigan 1837 free Florida 1845 slave Texas 1845 slave Iowa 1846 free Wisconsin 1848 free In
1850 California asked to be admitted to the Union. The Missouri Compromise had cut California in half. Congressional members argued whether California should enter war as a free or slave state. Henry Clay, the man who worked at the Missouri Compromise, left the retreat to try to find another compromise. The new agreement was
called Compromise of 1850. In this compromise northern California entered the Union as a free state. The 1850 Compromise added some new laws. Purchase andWashington was outlawed. People living in Washington, D.C. may still own slaves, but they could not buy or sell new ones. in the south the land received from the mexico was
divided into two states, new mexico and utah. in these states the settlers could decide whether they wanted slavery or not. the south was able to get the congress to pass a new law called the Slavic law that said that every slave running from the south to freedom in the north should be returned to their masters. bounty hunters received a
size for each slave who returned. some free blacks were captured by bounty hunters and sold as slaves. Whoever did not help a bounty hunter could be punished by law. quiz activities compromised on slavery in the territories of the United States annexed by Mexico in the Mexican-American War the United States after the ratification of
the Treaty of Hidalgo guadalupe, with the Mexican cession still unorganized the United States after the compromise of 1850 the compromise of 1850 was a package of five separate separate separate distincts approved by the Congress of the United States in September 1850 that defined a political confrontation between slaves and free
states on the Mexican war. has also established the western and northern borders of the texas and has included the provisions regarding fugitive slaves and slave trade. compromise was mediated by Senator Whig Henry Clay and the Democratic SenatorDouglas with the support of President Millard Fillmore. A debate on slavery in the
territories had erupted during the Mexican-American war, while many Southists tried to expand slavery in newly conquered lands and many Northists opposed any such expansion. The debate was further complicated by the claim of Texas to the entire former Mexican territory north and east of the Rio Grande, including areas that had
never effectively controlled. These issues prevented the passage of organic acts to create territorial governments organized for the land acquired in the Mexican-American War. In early 1850, Clay proposed a package of bills that would solve most urgent issues before Congress. Clay's proposal was opposed by President Zachary Taylor,
anti-slavery Whigs like William Seward, and slavery Democrats like John C. Calhoun, and Congressional debate on the territories continued. After Taylor's death and the succession of Fillmore, Douglas took command to overcome Clay's compromise through Congress as five separate invoices. Under the compromise, Texas surrendered
its claims to the current New Mexico and other states in exchange for the federal assumption of the public debt of Texas. California was admitted as a free state, while the remaining portions of the Mexican cession were organized in the New Mexico Territory and Utah Territory. Under the concept of popular sovereignty, people of every
territory would decide whether or not slavery would be allowed. The compromise is also includedstricter Fugitive Slave Law and banned slave trade in Washington, D.C. The issue of slavery in the territories would be reopened by the Kansas-Nebraska Act, but many historians argue that the 1850 Compromise played an important role in
publishing the American Civil War. Additional information: President of James K. Polk Free States at the beginning of 1850 (note that Virginia and West Virginia had not yet divided in 1850) Slavic States (without claim of Texas for New Mexico) Territories (terrestrial state borders, purchase Gadsden) Missouri Compromise Line 36°30' The
Republic of Texas gained independence from Mexico after the Texas Revolution of 1836, and, in part, because Texas had been established by a large number [1] In December 1845, President James K. Polk signed a resolution annexing Texas, and Texas became the 28th state of the union. [2] Polk sought further expansion through the
acquisition of the Mexican province of Upper California, which represented new lands to settle and a potential gateway to trade in Asia. [3] His administration attempted to purchase California from Mexico,[4] but the annexation of Texas accumulated tensions between Mexico and the United States. [5] The relations between the two
countries were further complicated by the claim of Texas to all lands north of the Rio Grande; Mexico claimed that the most northern NuecesIt was the Texan border. [6] In March 1846, a shield broke out on the north side of the Rio Grande, ending the death or capture of dozens of American soldiers. [7] Soon after, the United States
declared war in Mexico, beginning the Mexican-American war. [8] In August 1846, Polk asked Congress for an appropriation that he hoped to use as a payment for the purchase of California in a treaty with Mexico, setting up a debate on the state of future territories. [9] A Democratic Congressman, David Wilmot of Pennsylvania, offered
an amendment known as the Wilmot Proviso that would ban slavery in any newly acquired land. [10] Wilmot's Proviso was defeated in the Senate, but he began the debate on slavery in national politics. [11] In September 1847, an American army under General Winfield Scott captured the Mexican capital in the battle for Mexico City. [12]
Several months later, Mexican and American negotiators agreed with the Guadalupe Hidalgo treaty, with which Mexico agreed to recognize the Rio Grande as the southern border of Texas and to cede Alta California and New Mexico. [13] The Missouri Compromise had established the problem of the geographical scope of slavery within
Louisiana's purchasing territories by prohibiting slavery in states north of latitude of 36°30′, and Polk tried to extend this line into the new territory acquired. [14] However, the divisive problem of slavery has blocked any such law. While his term approached, Polk signed thethe territorial bill approved by Congress, which established the
Oregon Territory and banned slavery in it. [15] Polk refused to seek re-election in the 1848 presidential elections,[16] and the 1848 elections were won by the Whig ticket of Zachary Taylor and Millard Fillmore. [17] Problems Three great types of problems were faced by the 1850 Compromise: a variety of border issues, the state of the
problems of the territory and the problem of slavery. While being able to distinguish analytically, border and territory issues were included in the overload problem of slavery. Slavery and anti-slavery interests both concerned about the amount of land on which slavery was allowed and the number of states in the slave or free camps. From
Texas it was a slave state, not only residents of that state, but also both national-scale fields had an interest in the size of Texas. Texas Proposed for the north-western border of Texas The Independent Republic of Texas won the decisive battle of San Jacinto (21 April 1836) against Mexico and captured Mexican President Antonio Lopez
de Santa Anna. He signed the treaties of Velasco, which recognized the Rio Grande as the border of the Republic of Texas. The treaties were then repudiated by the government of Mexico, which insisted that Mexico remained sovereign on Texas since Santa Anna had signed the treaty under the coercion, and promised to claim the lost
territories. To the extent that there was a de facto recognition, Mexicothe Nueces River as its northern border control. A vast and largely restless area is located between the two rivers. Neither Mexico nor the Republic of Texas had the military force to assert its territorial claim. On December 29, 1845, the Republic of Texas was annexed to
the United States and became the 28th state. Texas was firmly committed to slavery, with its constitution making it illegal for the legislator to free slaves. The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo has not mentioned the statements of the Republic of Texas; Mexico has simply agreed on a border between Mexico and the United States to the south
of both the "Mexican Coast" and the Republic of Texas supports. [18] After the end of the Mexican-American War, Texas continued to claim a large stretch of disputed land that had never effectively controlled the current eastern New Mexico. New Mexico had for a long time banned slavery, a fact that struck the debate on its territorial
status, but many new Mexican leaders opposed Texas membership mainly because the Texas capital was hundreds of miles away[19] and because Texas and New Mexico had a history of conflict dating back to 1841 Santa Fe Expedition. [20] Outside Texas, many South leaders supported Texas claims in New Mexico to ensure as many
territories as possible for slavery expansion. [21] Another problem that would affect the compromise was Texas debt; had about 10 million dollars of debt left from his time as an independent nation, and that debt would become a factordebates on the territories. [22] California also see: a law for the admission of the status of California map
of mexico. s. augotus mitchell, philadelphia, 1847. the new california is depicted with a north-eastern border to the meridian leading north of the sources of the great rio. California was part of the Mexican cession. after the Mexican war, California was essentially managed by military governors. President james k. polk tried to officially
obtain the congress to establish a territorial government in California, but increasingly sedentary debates prevented him. [23] the south wanted to extend the territory of slaves to the south California and to the coast of the Pacific, but the north did not. from the end of 1848, Americans and foreigners from many different countries rushed
into California for gold rush california, rapidly increasing the population. In response to the growing demand for a more representative government, a constitutional convention was held in 1849. Unanimous delegates banned slavery. they had no interest in extending the compromise line through California and dividing the state; the
southern half slightly populated never had slavery and was heavily Hispanic. [24] other questions, in addition to the provision of the territories, raised other questions about it during the Taylor years. [25] the trade of the slaves of Washington, D.C., has annoyed many in the north, who have seen the presence of slavery in the capital as a
bloodshed on the nation. litigation around fleeing slaves hadfrom 1830 partly because of improving the means of transport, as the escaped slaves used roads, railways and ships to escape. The Fugitive Slave Act of 1793 granted jurisdiction to all state and federal judges on cases concerning fleeing slaves, but several states of the North,
dissatisfied by the lack of a process in these cases, had approved laws of personal freedom that made it more difficult to return alleged fugitive slaves to the South.[26] Congress also faced the problem of Utah, which, like California and New Mexico, had been ceded from Mexico. Utah was largely inhabited by Mormons, whose practice of
polygamy was unpopular in the United States. [27] Passage Taylor is responsible for further information: Chairman of Zachary Taylor When Taylor took office, the issue of slavery in the Mexican Ccession remained unresolved. While a Southern slave, Taylor believed that slavery was economically infesible in the Mexican Ccession, and as
such he opposed slavery in those territories as a useless source of controversy. [28] According to Taylor, the best way to move forward was to admit California as a state rather than a federal territory, as it would leave the issue of slavery outside the hands of Congress. The timing for the state was in favour of Taylor, as Gold Rush was
well in progress at the time of its inauguration, and the population of California was blowing up. [29] In October 1849, a constitutional convention of California unanimously agreed to join the Union and ban slavery within their ownIn his report on the state of the Union of December 1849, Taylor approved California and New Mexico's
questions for the condition, and recommended that Congress approve them as written and "would refrain from introducing those exciting arguments of a secular character." [31] Clay proposes the compromise "The Senate of the United States, A.D. 1850" (started by Peter F. Rothermel): Henry Clay takes the floor of the Old Senate House;
Vice President Millard Fillmore presides as John C. Calhoun (right of President's chair) and Daniel Webster (seat left of Clay) look. On 29 January 1850, Senator Henry Clay introduced a plan that combined the main arguments in question. Its legislative package included California's admission as a free state, the sale by Texas of some of
its northern and western territorial claims in exchange for debt remediation, the establishment of New Mexico and Utah territories, a ban on importing slaves into the District of Columbia for sale, and a stricter fugitive law. [32] Clay had initially favored the vote on each of his proposals separately, but Senator Henry S. Foote of Mississippi
convinced him to combine proposals relating to California's admission and the provision of Texas's borders into a single bill. [33] Clay hoped that this combination of measures would convince the congresses both from North and South to support the overall package of laws even if they objected to specific provisions. [34] Clay's
proposalthe support of some North and South Democrats, but lacked the necessary support to win the pass, and the debate on the bill continued. [34] Opposition President Taylor opposed the compromise and continued to demand the immediate state for California and New Mexico. [34] Senator John C. Calhoun and some other South
leaders claimed that the compromise had been biased against the South because it would lead to the creation of new free states. [35] The majority of the North Whigs, led by William Henry Seward, who gave his famous speech "the superior law" during the controversy, also opposed Compromise because it would apply Wilmot's Proviso
to Western Territories and due to the pressure of ordinary citizens in service on slave hunting patrols. This provision was inserted by the Virginia Democratic Senator James M. Mason to invoke the border Whigs, who faced the greatest danger of losing slaves as fugitives, but were lukewarm on secular issues related to the South on land
claims of Texas. [36] Debate and results See also: President of Millard Fillmore An animation showing slaves and states and free territories, 1789–1861 On 17 April, a "Third Committee" agreed on the Texas border as part of Clay's plan. The dimensions were then changed. On the same day, during the debate on the Senate's measures,
Vice President Fillmore and Senator Benton spoke verbally, with Fillmore accusing that Missourian was "out of order". During heated debates,Henry S. Foote from Mississippi drew a gun to Benton. At the beginning of June, nine states of the South enslaved sent delegates to the Nashville Convention to determine their course of action if
the compromise passed. While some delegates preached secession, the moderates ruled and proposed a series of compromises, including the extension of the division line designated by the Missouri Compromise of 1820 to the Pacific coast. Taylor died in July 1850, and was succeeded by Vice President Fillmore, who had come
privately to support Clay's proposal. [37] The various invoices were initially combined in a "omnibus" bill. Despite Clay's efforts, on 31 July he failed in a crucial vote, against the South Democrats and the North Whigs. He announced to the Senate the next day that he intends to pass every part of the bill. The 73-year-old clay, however, was
physically exhausted as the effects of tuberculosis, which eventually would kill him, began to take their toll. Clay left the Senate to recover in Newport, Rhode Island, and Senator Stephen A. Douglas took command in an attempt to overcome Clay's proposals through the Senate. [38] Fillmore, anxious to find a quick solution to the Texas
conflict at the border with New Mexico, which threatened to become a armed conflict between Texas militia and federal soldiers, reversed the position of the administration towards the end of July and threw its support for compromise measures. [39] At the same time, Fillmore denied the claims of TexasMexico, stating that the United
States promised to protect the territorial integrity of New Mexico in the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. [40] Fillmore's strong response helped convince senators of the United States of Texas, Sam Houston, and Thomas Jefferson Rusk, to support Stephen Douglas's compromise. With their support, a Senate law that provides for a final
settlement of Texas borders won days of passage after Fillmore delivered his message. According to the terms of the bill, the United States would assume the debts of Texas, while the northern border of Texas was fixed at the 36th 30th parallel north (the Compromise line of Missouri) and much of its western border followed the 103th
meridian. The bill attracted the support of a bip artist coalition of Whigs and Democrats from both sections, although most of the opposition to the bill came from the South.[41] The Senate quickly moved on to other major issues, overcoming the bills that provided for the admission of California, the organization of the New Mexico Territory,
and the creation of a new slave fugitive law. [42] The debate moved to the House of Representatives, where Fillmore, Senator Daniel Webster, Douglas, Congressman Linn Boyd, and House Speaker Howell Cobb took over the leadership of convincing members to support compromise bills that had been approved in the Senate. [43] The
settlement proposed by the Senate of the Texas-New Mexico border faced intense opposition from many Southists, as well as some Nordics who believed that Texas did not deserve the coinAfter a series of close votes that almost delayed the consideration of the matter, the House voted to approve a Texas law similar to that which had
been approved by the Senate. [44] Following this vote, the House and the Senate quickly agreed on each of the main issues, including the prohibition of slave trade in Washington. [45] The President quickly signed any bill to save the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850; eventually he signed that law even after the Attorney General Crittenden
assured him that the law was constitutional. [46] Although some in Texas still favoured sending a military expedition to New Mexico, in November 1850 the state legislator wanted to accept the compromise. [47] Settlement of borders Map of New Mexico Territory in 1852 Utah Territory is shown in blue and outlined in black. The boundaries
of the Provisional State of Deseret are shown with a dotted line. The general solution adopted by the Compromise of 1850 was to transfer a considerable part of the territory claimed by the State of Texas to the federal government; to formally organize two new territories, the New Mexico Territory and the Utah Territory, which would have
been expressly allowed to locals determine whether they would become free slaves or territories, to add another free state to the Union (California), to adopt a strict measure to recover the slaves who had an escape from the free statea key provision of each of the laws that organize the territory of the new Mexico respectively and the
territory of utah was that slavery would be decided by the local option, called popular sovereignty. this was an important repudiation of the idea behind the non-prohibition of slavery in any territory acquired by the mexicon. However, the admission of California as a free state meant that the Southists were renouncing their goal of a coastala-coast band of slave states. [48] the texas was authorized to maintain the following portions of the disputed land: south of the 32nd parallel and south of the 36th parallel north and east of the 103rd south west. the rest of the disputed land was transferred to the federal government. the constitution of the United States (Article iv, Section 3)
does not allow the congress unilaterally to reduce the territory of any state, so the first part of the compromise of 1850 had to take the form of an offer to the state legislation of texas, rather than a unilateral action. This has ratified the agreement and, in due time, the transfer of a large area of land from the state of texas to the federal
government has been completed. in exchange for renouncing this land, the United States assumed the debts of the texas. from the Mexican cession, the new territory of the mexico received most of the present state of the arizona, most of the western part of the current state of the new mexico, and the southern tip of the current nevada
(south of the 37th parallel.) the territory also received mostNew Eastern mexic, a portion of the current colorado (at the east of the ridge of the rocky mountains, west of the 103th meridian, and south of the 38th parallel;) all this land had been claimed by the texas. from the Mexican cession, the territory of utah has received today utah,
most of the current nevada (all north of the 37th parallel,) an important part of the current colorado (all west of the ridge of the rocky mountains,) and a small part of the current wyoming. this included the colony just founded at leap lake, of brigham young. the territory of utah also received some lands that had been claimed by the texas;
this land is now part of the current colorado that is east of the ridge of the rocky mountains. fugitive slave law main article: slave act of 1850 a compromise statute of 1850, issued on 18 September 1850, is informally known as the Slave Law, or the Slavic Law. it supported the slave act of 1793. the new version of the Slavic Law required
federal judicial officials in all federal states and territories, including in those states and territories where slavery was prohibited, to assist with the return of slaves who fled to their masters actively in the states and territories that allow slavery. any federal sheriff or other officer who did not arrest a alleged fugitive slave was responsible for a
$1000 fine. law enforcement everywhere in the United States had the duty to arrest anyone suspected of being a fugitive slave no longerthat the sworn testimony owned by a suitor. The suspected slaves could not ask for a jury trial or testify on their own. Moreover, any person who helps a slave escaped by providing food or shelter should
be subject to 6 months of imprisonment and a $1000 fine. Officers who capture a fugitive slave are entitled to a fee for their work. In addition to federal officials, ordinary citizens of free states could be summoned to join a possession and be required to assist in the capture, custody and/or transport of the alleged slave who fled. The law
was so rigorously pro-slave to prohibit the admission of a person's testimony accused of being a slave who fled to trial at the court hearing to determine the status of the accused escaped slave. Thus, if a liberator was claimed to be a ran away slave, they could not resist their return to slavery sincerely saying their real history. The Fugitive
Slave Act was essential to meet South demands. In terms of public opinion in the North, the critical provision was that ordinary citizens were required to help slaveholders. Many Nordics have deeply resented the requirement to help slavery personally. The return to the Act continued to increase tensions between the North and the South,
which were further inflamed by abolitionists such as Harriet Beecher Stowe. His book, Uncle Tom's cabin, underlined the horrors of the recaptation of the elusive slaves and the indignant subists. [49] End of slave trade in the districtA statute issued as part of the compromise prohibited slave trade, but did not prohibit slavery itself in the
District of Columbia. [50] The Congressional Southists were unanimous in opposing that provision, which was seen as a concession to abolitionists and a previous villain, but were revoked. [51] Implications See also: Franklin Pierce and Origins of the American Civil War Map of free states and slaves c. 1856 Passage of the Compromise of
1850, as it became known, caused the celebration in Washington and elsewhere, with the crowd shouting, "the Union is saved!" Fillmore himself described the 1850 Compromise as a "final agreement" of secular issues, although the future of slavery in New Mexico and Utah remained unclear. [52] The admission of new states, or the
organization of territories in the remaining unorganized part of the Louisiana Purchase, could also potentially reopen the polarizing debate on slavery.[53][54] Not everyone accepted the 1850 Compromise; a South Carolina newspaper wrote: "The Rubicone has passed ... and the South States are now vassals in this Confederation. "[55]
Many Northers, meanwhile, were displeased by the fleeing law of slaves. [56] The debate on slavery in the territories would be reopened in 1854 through the Kansas-Nebraska law. Many historians argue that the Compromise played an important role in introducing the American Civil War for a decade, while the North-West was growing
richer and more populous and was beingin closer relations with the Northeast. [57] during that decade, the whig party had completely broken, to be replaced with the new dominant Republican party in the north and the Democrats in the South.[58] others argue that the compromise only made the existing secular divisions more evident and
laid the foundations for the future conflict. they see the Slavic law as helping to polarize the united states, as shown in the huge reaction to the novel of harriet beecher stowe, the cabin of Uncle Tom. the passage of the Slavic laws aroused feelings of bitterness in the north. Moreover, the compromise of 1850 led to a break in the spirit of
compromise in the United States in the antebellum period, directly before the civil war. the compromise exemplifies this spirit, but the death of influential senators who worked on compromise, mainly henry clay and daniel webster, contributed to the feeling of increasing the disparity between the north and the south. the delay of hostilities
for ten years has allowed the free economy of the northern states to continue to industrialize. the states of the south, largely based on the production of slave labour and of money crops, did not have the ability to industrialize heavily. [59] in 1860, the northern states had added many other miles of railroad, steel production, modern
factories and population to the benefits already possessed in 1850. the north was better able to provide, equip, and man his armed forces, which will prove decisive in the successive stages ofWar. According to historian Mark Stegmaier, "The Fugitive Slave Act, the abolition of slave trade in the District of Columbia, the admission of
California as a free state, and also the application of the formula of popular sovereignty to the territories were all less important than the less remembered component of the Compromise of 1850 - the statute with which Texas renounced its claims to much of New Mexico in exchange for federal debt intake. "[60] Other proposals This
section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. The material not supplied can be contested and removed. (January 2013) (Learn as and when to remove this model message) Proposed in 1846 to 1850 on the division of South-West including the following (some of
which are not mutually exclusive): The Wilmot Proviso prohibits slavery in any new territory to be acquired from Mexico, not including Texas, which had been annexed the previous year. He spent the House in August 1846 and February 1847 but not the Senate. Later, an effort failed to attach the provision to the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo. The extension of the Compromise line in Missouri was proposed by failed changes to William W. Wick's Wilmot Proviso and Stephen Douglas to extend the Compromise line in Missouri (36°30' parallel north) west to the Pacific (south of Carmel-by-the-Sea, California) to allow slavery in most of the current Newand Arizona, and
Southern California. This line was again proposed by the Nashville Convention of June 1850. People's sovereignty, developed by Lewis Cass and Stephen Douglas as the position of the Democratic Party, was to allow residents of each territory to vote if they allow slavery. It was implemented in the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854, resulting
in the violence of the "Bleeding Kansas" period. William L. Yancey's "Alabama Platform", backed by Alabama and Georgia legislatures and Democratic State Conventions in Florida and Virginia, called for no restrictions on slavery in the territories by the federal government or territorial governments before the state condition, opposition to
any candidate who supports Wilmot's Proviso or popular sovereignty, and federal legislation to overcome anti-slavery laws. Two free states were proposed by Zachary Taylor, who was president from March 1849 to July 1850. As president, he proposed that the entire area become two free states, called California and New Mexico, but
much larger than today. None of the area would be left as an unorganized or organized territory, which will avoid the issue of slavery in the territories. Changing the Texas borders was proposed by Senator Thomas Hart Benton in December 1849 or January 1850. The western and northern borders of Texas would be the 102nd southern
west and the 34th parallel north. Two states of the south were proposed by Senator John Bell, with theof the texas, in February 1850. the new mexic would have obtained all the land of the texas north of the 34th parallel north, including today the texas panhandle, while the south-eastern part of the new mexic today, would be divided into
the colorado river of the texas in two states of the south, balancing the admission of California and the new mexic as free states. [61] the first draft of the compromise of 1850 had the north-western border of the texas to be a straight and diagonal line from the rio large 20 miles north of el paso to the red river (mississippi watershed) to the
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